TERMS AND CONDITIONS

DELIVERY TERMS

Terms of Delivery : Specify
Mode of Delivery : Specify
Bank Guarantee : 10%
Currency : Specif
Price Type : Firm
Part Supply : Not Allowed

TAXES AND CHARGES

P & F CHARGES : Specify
EXCISE DUTIES : Specify
SALES TAX APPL : Specify
MENTION % S TAX : Specify
CLASS INSPECTION REQUIRED : DNV & IRS
CLASS INSPECTION CHARGE : Specify
BANK CHARGES : Specify
TRANSIT INSURANCE : Specify
FREIGHT : Specify

TENDER DETAILS

Vendor Type : Indigenous & Foreign
Tender Due Date : 18/04/2013
Tender Fee in Rs. : 1500
EMD in Rs. : 100000

Material Guarantee : 30 Months from date of Despatch, or 12 Months from the date of commissioning of the Vessel whichever is earlier.
Delayed Delivery : 0.5% per week subject to a maximum of 10% of PO Value.

DRAWING

Drawing to submit : --

SERVICES

Serv.Engr(Free Days) : spe
Serv.Engr(Cost/Day) : Specify

COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS

Tolerance % : 0
Jurisdiction : Visakhapatnam
Arbitration : Indian Arbitration Act 1996
Force Majeure : Applicable
Laws Applicable : Indian Law
Vendor TIN No : Specify
Offer Validity : 18/07/2013

Rejection Criteria : As per Tender Terms & HSL Standard terms

Offer to be sent to : Manager(Pur.) - HSL
Other Terms & Conditions : 1. For "H.S.L. Standard Terms and Conditions" visit our website "www.hsl.nic.in".

Enclosers : 1) NIT 2) Technical Specifications 3) Price format 4) Commercial Questionnaire. 5) Detailed terms & its acceptance format 6) Integrity Pact.
1. Bidders of Machinery and Equipment both for Capital/ Vessel items shall quote only for proven machinery / equipment and shall enclose list of Buyers to whom similar equipments were supplied along with certificates on the performance of the equipment from the buyers.

2. In case of Bidders for Welding Machines / Equipment the list of Buyers shall be exclusively of Shipyards to whom similar equipments were supplied along with certificates on the performance of the equipment from the buyers.

3. In case of each item of the technical specification Bidders must clearly indicate compliance of technical specifications by writing "We Accept and will comply".

3.1 Merely writing 'YES' or putting a tick mark against the item will not be considered as acceptance.

3.2 Any deviations of the equipment Offered from the Tender Technical Specification will have to be clearly spelt out in clear and unambiguous terms.

3.3 REJECTION: Bids failing to comply with these stipulations are liable for rejection. Suppliers are advised to make note of the above and ensure strict compliance with the above conditions wherever applicable.

4. All Bids shall be submitted in Triplicate duly enclosing 2 copies of all relevant annexures.technical documentation, unpriced - price bid. Commercial questionnaires etc., in part 1 of the Techno-Commercial bid along with Tender Fee and EMD as stipulated in the tender.

5. Bidders shall enclose the following declaration on their letter heads:

QUOTE

5.1 We hereby confirm that we are interested in competing for the manufacture & supply of machinery / equipment /material and providing after sales service /product support as per HSL requirement in the tender and have the required competency and infrastructure.

5.2 We confirm that we are the OEM of the offered Equipments / Machinery /Material

OR

We confirm that we are the Authorized Distributor for the offered Equipments / Machinery /Material and we have enclosed the relevant Certificate of Authorization.

5.3 We confirm that we have never been blacklisted / otherwise barred from Participation in Government Tenders.

5.4 We are not involved in any litigation that may have an impact of affecting or compromising the delivery of services as

Offer to be sent to : Manager(Pur.) - HSL

Other Terms & Condition : 1. For "H.S.L. Standard Terms and Conditions" visit our website "www.hsl.nic.in".

Enclosers : 1) NIT 2) Technical Specifications 3) Price format 4) Commercial Questionnaire. 5) Detailed terms & its acceptance format 6) Integrity Pact.
5.5 We agree that we are willing and will be a signatory of the integrity pact with HSL and will inter-alia confirm that we have not made any payment or illegal gratification to any person / authority connected with the bid process so as to influence the bid process and have not committed any offence under the Prevention of Corruption Act in connection with the bid. We will disclose any payments made or proposed to be made to any intermediaries (agencies etc., ) in connection with the bid.

5.6 We confirm that all the information provided herewith is genuine and accurate.

UNQUOTE